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School Vision
‘Love one another as Jesus loved us.’ (John 13 v 34-35)
Jesus said, ‘Love one another as I have loved you’.
Through God’s love and our Christian Values, we encourage each individual to love, respect and
value themselves and others.
We encourage and nurture the growth of every individual and their uniqueness so that all flourish
and become all that they can be and all that God made them to be.
Policy Aim:
“The more that you read, the more things you will know. The more that you learn, the more
places you'll go.”
Dr. Seuss, ‘I Can Read With My Eyes Shut!’
• To develop happy, healthy and curious learners who read confidently and fluently and seek to
acquire knowledge independently.
• Help our pupils to develop a lifelong enjoyment of reading taking genuine pleasure from what they
read.
• Give our pupils the reading skills they need to access all areas of the curriculum.
• Enable pupils to access, understand and begin to manage information.
• Help pupils begin to understand the meaning of what they read and what is read to them.
• Help pupils make responses to what they read justifying those responses.
• Allow all pupils to use reading to become immersed in other worlds…both real and imagined!
At St Mary’s, we consider ourselves a community of readers. Therefore, we expect all adults to
model and communicate their love of reading in the following ways:
• At story time or in guided reading lessons – to read with enthusiasm and passion.
• By providing opportunities for independent reading time at KS1 and KS2.
• During incidental shared reading experiences to promote ‘reading for pleasure’.
• By providing exciting reading areas or displays of books that inspire our pupils to read.
• By reading with the individual pupils who need our support the most.
Teaching and learning
Reading is a multi-strategy approach to understanding the written word. It is not simply the
decoding of black marks on the page but involves the ability to read with understanding a wide
range of different texts, including fiction, non-fiction, real world texts such as labels, captions, lists
and environmental print. Competence in reading is the key to independent learning and therefore the
teaching of reading should be given a high priority by all staff. Success in reading has a direct effect
on progress in all areas of the curriculum and is crucial in developing pupils’ self-esteem,
confidence and motivation.
Pupils should:
• Develop the ability to read aloud fluently and with expression
• Develop the ability to read for meaning
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• Develop the skills required for the critical reading of texts
• Be encouraged to read a wide range of fiction, poetry and non-fiction materials
• Be taught a range of strategies for reading including:
✓
✓
✓
✓

Phonetic
Visual
Contextual
Grammatical

(sounding the letters and blending them together)
(whole word recognition and analogy with known words)
(use of picture and background knowledge)
(which words make sense)

These are to be taught during all reading lessons, where appropriate. In addition to this, pupils
should be encouraged to listen attentively, and to gain awareness of the close links between reading
and writing activities.
Approaches
Daily Phonics Lessons in Reception and Year 1
Phonics lessons take place on a daily basis and are discrete lessons led by trained staff. We teach
phonics for 30 minutes a day.
In Reception, we build from 10-minute lessons, with additional daily oral blending games, to the
full-length lesson as quickly as possible. Each Friday, we review the week’s teaching to help pupils
become fluent readers. Pupils make a strong start in Reception: teaching begins in Week 2 of the
Autumn term.
At St Mary’s we follow the Little Wandle Letters and Sounds revised systematic and synthetic
phonics programme (SSP) (See appendix 1&2 for the programme overview.)
●

Pupils in Reception are taught to read and spell words using Phase 2 and 3 GPCs, and words
with adjacent consonants (Phase 4) with fluency and accuracy.
●
Pupils in Year 1 review Phase 3 and 4 and are taught to read and spell words using Phase 5
GPCs with fluency and accuracy.
Pupils are taught in their age groups at the appropriate phase. Pupils who fall behind have additional
‘keep-up’ sessions. Pupils with severe and complex needs may need to work on a different phase to
match their needs.
These lessons are quick, engaging, pacey lessons that follow the recommended approach:
1)
Revisit and review prior learning
2)
Teach and practise – new grapheme-phoneme correspondences / skills of blending, reading
tricky words
3)
Practise and application of new CGP and prior learning to read a sentence and spell words
4)
Read decodable books.
Pupils who have completed the Little Wandle Programme will progress onto phase 6 in Year 2.
Those who have not completed the programme will continue with the programme until they do so.
Daily Phonics Lessons for pupils who are at Phase 6 (Year 2)
We continue to follow the Little Wandle to teach phonics in Year 2 with daily basis lessons led by
trained staff. The Twinkl’s spelling scheme supports the teaching of the spelling at phase 6. (See
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appendix 3) The teaching of phase 6 is divided into 30 weeks, and each week outlines the focus
spelling pattern, focus decodable words, focus common exception words and grammar focus. These
lessons follow the recommended approach including revisit and review, teach, practise and apply.
For those pupils who did not meet the required standard at the Phonics Screening Check, additional
phonics intervention sessions are timetabled for these pupils to meet the required standard when
they re-sit the PSC.
Shared Reading
In shared reading the teacher’s role is to make overt what good readers do and encourage pupils to
be actively involved in reading in the moment. During shared reading the pupils can access a text
which may be challenging to them individually. Reading skills and strategies should be clearly
modelled, and discussion should help pupils to deeper understanding of the text. Shared reading
should have a specific focus and all abilities should be included in discussions by differentiated
questions. Shared reading should ideally take place within the daily English lesson and also through
the reading of information texts related to other curriculum areas. At St Mary’s, a ‘hook’ lesson
accompanied by a specific text might be used at the early stages of a unit of literacy work in order to
engage the pupils and further enhance their love of reading.
Practise Reading: Teaching reading in Reception and Year 1
We teach pupils to read through reading practice sessions three times a week.
These:
●
are taught by a fully trained adult to small groups of approximately six pupils.
●
use decodable books matched to the pupils’ secure phonic knowledge using the Little
Wandle Letters and Sounds Revised assessments and book matching grids
●
are monitored by the class teacher, who rotates and works with each group on a regular
basis.
Each reading practice session has a clear focus, so that the demands of the session do not overload
the pupil’s working memory. The reading practice sessions have been designed to focus on three
key reading skills:
decoding
•
prosody: teaching pupils to read with understanding and expression
•
comprehension: teaching pupils to understand the text.
•
In Reception these sessions start in Week 4. Pupils who are not yet decoding have daily additional
blending practice in small groups, so that they quickly learn to blend and can begin to read books.
Once practised in school this is then sent home for further practice at home to develop fluency.
Teaching Reading in Year 2 to Year 6
In Year 2, staff ensure that pupils read at least once per week in a shared or practise reading group.
This may be more frequent depending on need. These are recorded by staff in the child’s Green
Reading Record book. When practising reading, texts are chosen to match the ability of the class or
group, but still provide an element of challenge. This reading provides a forum for pupils to
demonstrate what they have learnt about reading; the focus for the reading is concerned with
extending strategies/objectives that all pupils need in order to fully understand what they have read.
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Teachers refer to specific year group expectations when questioning pupils about their reading. As
pupils progress through school, teachers increasingly plan to deliver whole-class reading sessions
where they feel it is appropriate. In these sessions - specifically from Year 3 upwards - class
teachers carefully select texts from a range of genres and aim to teach pupils through a range of
question content domains, which at St Mary’s we call the ‘Reading Gems’. In these lessons, pupils
are expressly taught how best to answer the full range of question-types that are required by the
National Curriculum.
The question-types (content domains) are listed below:
KS2:
1)
Define
2)
Retrieve
3)
Summarise
4)
Infer
5)
Predict
6)
Relate
7)
Explore
8)
Compare
Specific guidance has been produced for teachers to access regarding the best approaches to
teaching reading comprehension using the ‘Reading Gems’ method:
In practice:
EXAMPLE: Theme – eg ‘GEM 1’ – define.
DAY 1
DAY 2
DAY 3
DAY 4
DAY 5

Explore the text chosen, discuss, make predictions, ‘immerse’ in text.
Same text – teacher models an answer. Pupils have a go at the question.
Same text (or different as teacher decides) Pupils try the question type independently
Full range of ‘READING GEMS’ questioned
Reading for pleasure. (Could be accompanied by the teacher, who also models
reading for pleasure on this day)

All content domains are covered regularly. It is designed to also cover the type of question – how it
appears in KS2 SATs (eg multi-choice, circle, find & copy etc) This allows class teachers to focus
on areas of concern for further development and the rehearsal technique allows for deeper learning
and further practise.
Teachers use guided reading books in class – the work is often peer-marked or self-marked and the
teacher monitors effectiveness. Any readers requiring extra or alternative ‘reads’ may do so in extra
small group or in 1:1 reads.
Teachers plan for independent reading activities during sessions of Literacy teaching. Texts are
selected so that pupils can access them without support. The focus for the reading is to provide
opportunities to practise and to develop personal response to text.
Many other opportunities are provided for pupils to practise and extend reading in other subjects.
Pupils select texts from choice or under the guidance of the teacher for independent and
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home/school reading, depending on their abilities. They are encouraged to take a range of text types.
Teachers monitor independent reading. Where pupils are working below age appropriate objectives
they will be given more opportunities to read to an adult either individually or as a member as a
small group.
Reading at home is regarded as an important part of reading development. Parents and children are
encouraged to respond to books using home reading records.
Reading Frequency/Home Reading
Home reading in Reception and Year 1
The decodable reading practice book is allocated weekly for home reading using an e-book system
to ensure success is shared with the family. We encourage all home reading to be recorded in Green
Reading Record books.‘Shared reading books’ also go home weekly for pupils and parents to share
and read together. We invite Reception and Year 1 parents to annual information evenings to engage
our families and share information about the teaching of early reading and phonics, the benefits
of sharing books, how pupils learn to blend and other aspects of our provision.
Home reading in Year 2
School use decodable texts until children complete the SSP and have met the expected standard in
the Phonics Screening Check. Pupils will then move towards a whole school reading scheme. We
encourage all home reading to be recorded in Green Reading Record books.
In Key Stage 2
All pupils are responsible for changing their reading books and are expected to read at home at least
three times per week. This is monitored closely by class teachers. All pupils are in a weekly reading
practise group or read as a whole-class with their teacher as part of the ‘Reading Gems’ process for
practising reading. According to need, some pupils may still be heard to read individually by an
adult to accelerate progress.
For KS2 pupils, the launch of St Mary’s ‘Reading Metro Map’ (Autumn 2019) is a further vehicle
for encouraging pupils to see themselves as being on a ‘reading journey’, so that they become
lifelong readers who choose to read for pleasure. Below is a ‘virtual metro map’ of reading in KS2
with books which have organised from white band through to green. The vision is that pupils will
take increasing responsibility for their own reading choices and will move along their ‘line’ until the
class teacher agrees that it is time for them to move onto the next ‘line’ or book colour. Each book is
represented as a ‘station’ to visit on their journey and is clearly mapped out both on the pupil’s
individual ‘line’ sheet and there is also a large-scale display in the school library that clearly
identifies the ‘journey’ each child is on. Further details are available in Google Drive and a copy of
the ‘overview’ map is shown below:
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ST MARY’S METROLINK READING JOURNEY KEY:
GOLD LINE
WHITE LINE (SHOWN AS BLACK)
LIME LINE
BROWN LINE
GREY LINE
BLUE LINE
BURGUNDY LINE
GREEN LINE

Resources
All classrooms have a well-stocked book area with a range of fiction and non-fiction texts. Pupils
also have opportunities to read magazines, newspapers, information leaflets and ICT texts. The
school library is valuable resource and has been recently restocked with many new and exciting
books. Books in the library are displayed to promote and encourage reading and are changed
frequently. Other reading resources are kept in classrooms in Foundation Stage and Key Stage 1 and
centrally in Key Stage 2.
All teachers provide a stimulating reading environment, promote book ownership, and recommend
books to pupils. Classroom and central displays are language rich.

Reading Materials Include:
Decodable Little Wandle phonics scheme in Reception and Year 1
Oxford Reading Tree – Core Scheme
Rigby Navigator/Explorer
Rigby Rockets
Rigby Stars
Getting Reading Right
Full Sets of real books for use in taught reading practise sessions
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Independent Reading
Pupils need to be given the opportunity and encouragement to read independently in order to build
confidence, stamina and fluency, as well as develop their experience of a range of books and
authors.
From Year 3 onwards there will be timetabled opportunities for periods of silent, independent
reading. Pupils selecting their own choice of texts is an important part of developing pupil
independence. Selecting texts motivates readers and helps pupils to develop and discuss their
reading preferences, a vital skill for greater depth readers at both key stages. In KS1 and, where
appropriate in KS2, pupils will be given a reading book or helped to choose at an appropriate level
to take home, together with a reading record. Pupils’ individual reading at home will be monitored
by staff and supported by classroom assistants. Each time a pupil reads at home, this should be
logged by the parent or pupil. When a new book is selected, adults will initial reading records and
insert the name of the book to be read next.
At Key Stage 1, home reading record books will be collected 2 to 3 times per week and signed by an
adult to assist the teacher in the monitoring of home/school reading. Wider family involvement
supports reading and ensures pupils have access to reading materials at home.
The aim is for all pupils to become ‘free readers’– reading completely independently and for
pleasure as soon as is possible. St Mary’s anticipates that for most of our pupils, by the time they
reach the upper juniors, they should be completing the ‘metro map’ system. At all ages, teachers
welcome books that are brought in from home – these can be read by the pupil during their own
independent reading time, if they choose to do so.
Birthday Books Scheme
Some years ago, St Mary’s decided to invite parents to donate a ‘birthday book’ to their class
bookshelf on the occasion of their child’s birthday. This has been a highly successful scheme that
continues to this day. This adds to school resources and gives pupils the chance to see their choice of
book shared among friends in class.
Annual Events and Reading Incentives
At St Mary’s, there are many annual events that take place to promote reading during the year.
Indeed, we recognise the need to promote reading – and reading for pleasure in particularly – at
every opportunity. Below is a list – not entirely extensive – of examples:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Weekly star of the week celebrated in celebration assembly each Friday – this is often
linked to reading or literacy.
Ongoing opportunities to partake in ‘Battle of the Books’ competition – 12 books and
reviews shared over the course of each school year.
Reading Miles incentive scheme – designed to help pupils ‘read around the world’.
Annual celebration of ‘World Book Day’ – dressing up, fun activities such as “the masked
reader” and a whole celebration of reading in all its guises.
Summer Reading Challenge – St Mary’s promotes this each year in conjunction with
Oldham Library Service
Grand Spelling tests / rewards – each half term, celebrated in assemblies
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7)

8)

Regular opportunities to read in whole-school worship, to lead worship and read prayers
and readings from the Bible. Chances to link drama and reading in class-led assemblies and
services throughout the year.
Annual Scholastic Book Fair -visits school at least once a year and is run over the course of
an entire week.

In conclusion, staff will at every opportunity recognize the importance of teaching reading – not just
as a ‘life skill’, but as a further vehicle to equip our pupils to ‘live life in all its fullness’. For each
and every child to leave St Mary’s an enthusiastic reader is one of our core aims.

Data Protection - Managing and Storing Information
The procedures and practice created by this policy have been reviewed in the light of our Data
Protection Policy.
All documents stored are in accordance with legal requirements where appropriate, and guidance
from the Records Management Toolkit for Schools.
This policy:
Has Few / No Data
Compliance Requirements

Has A Moderate Level of
Data Compliance
Requirements

Has a High Level of Data
Compliance Requirements

✔

This policy should be read alongside:
●
English Policy
●
Emotional and Mental Health and Wellbeing Policy
●
SEND Policy
●
Equality Policy
●
Assessment Policy
●
Home Learning Policy
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Appendices
Appendix 1 Little Wandle Reception Programme Overview
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Appendix 2 Little Wandle Year 1 Programme Overview
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Appendix 3 Twinkl Year 2 Programme Overview
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